FAST LANE
IMMERSION WORKSHOPS™
Rapidly adopt new technology!

Accelerate Knowledge
of a specific
technology and
prepare for certifications

Accelerate Adoption
of a new product or
technology by your
organization or
customers

Lead Generation
grow sales
opportunities through
targeted events

ACCELERATE PRODUCT
KNOWLEDGE AND ADOPTION
Equip your team with the knowledge and support to readily adopt a new
product or technology with Fast Lane’s Immersion Workshops™.
While many companies will utilize most of the standard features of a technology product, virtually
every company has a unique need or approach that is critical to their company success. It is vital to
enable staff and reinforce knowledge and skills in these unique areas.
Our Immersion Workshop offering addresses this need for customers and partners by focusing on a
specific micro topic in an expanded fashion with multiple learning objectives. Each four-hour
workshop focuses on a topic that impacts your business.
As the leading provider of IT education for the most
established, respected, and innovative technology
companies across the globe, Fast Lane has the expertise to
help your organization.

WHAT IS AN IMMERSION
WORKSHOP?
Our four-hour workshops are designed with built-in
flexibility to meet your organizational needs.
They can:
Be delivered virtually or onsite
Accommodate small to large audiences
Be delivered one time or multiple times,
either individually or as a series
Provide hands-on demonstrations if the
topic allows

Immersion Workshop goals include:
• Generating awareness
• Technical skills development
• "Ask the expert"
• Technical knowledge transfer
• Lead generation
Fast Lane Immersion Workshops can play a
significant part in a complete Learning-as-aService (LaaS) roll out and can be combined
with hosted eLearning and instructor-led training
for certification.

FOR CHANNEL PARTNERS
For channel partners, Immersion Workshops can
be effective lead generation events.
A partner looking to grow sales opportunities can bring in Fast Lane to
deliver a training event on a target product and invite customers to
their location or to an onlne meeting to learn more about the
product from a third-party training organization; a very different
proposition than a “sales pitch.”
Combining the delivery modality with good instructional design,
qualified subject matter experts and, if the topic allows, hands-on
demonstrations, we can accelerate product knowledge and adoption.

Fast Lane can manage all aspects of Immersion Workshops
including:
• Gathering requirements and teaming with customer experts on objectives
• Program design, including customization around the customer’s technologies,
processes, policies, and implementation recommendations

• Marketing of the event internally and/or externally as appropriate utilizing
multiple methods of communication

• Delivery with expert consultants and advanced labs, if required
• Follow-up with the attendees for feedback and establishing next steps

Explore a product or technology with one of our unique
four-hour workshops. Want to view past Immersion
Workshops on-demand? Visit our Knowledge Library!

SDA IMMERSION WORKSHOP
This intent-based networking seminar covers the domains of
security, analytics, automation, assurance, and the Cisco
Catalyst 9000 switch product line used for a Cisco SoftwareDefined Access (SD-Access) solution. It includes a solution set
overview with product demonstrations using Cisco dCloud
solutions and concludes with a brief discussion and Q&A.

GIGAMON IMMERSION WORKSHOP
This workshop describes how Gigamon enables you to remedy overlaoded VPN concentrators by
filtering out select applications to offload tools, troubleshoot and quickly remediate poor application
performance and optimize user experience, improve your security posture with application
metadata intelligence by identifying expired TLS certificates and untrusted sources, uncover shadow
IT applications and monitor application behavior and performance, identify customer bandwidth by
application and category, and optimize team capacity with simplified management.

VMWARE IMMERSION WORKSHOP
Deep dive through VMware's vSphere update to 7.0. This seminar
covers an overview of ESXi, creating virtual machines, an introduction
to containers, vSAN, VMware's virtual cloud network, data center
architecture, and VMware Horizon.

AWS DISCOVERY DAY
Learn the basics of the AWS cloud platform. This workshop is ideal for customers who have
recently signed up with AWS or anyone wanting the basics of AWS cloud platform. You'll be
able to define the cloud and how it works, explain the benefits of AWS cloud, describe the
basic global infrastructure of the cloud, and compare the different methods of interacting
with AWS. You'll gain a deeper understanding of AWS core services, describe and
differentiate between AWS service domains, explain shared responsibility model, describe
security services with the AWS cloud, and identify AWS management services and their use.

RED HAT ANSIBLE ESSENTIALS IMMERSION WORKSHOP
This workshop will introduce you to Ansible automation and configuration
management, provisioning, deploying, and managing compute infrastructure
across cloud, virtual, and physical environments with Ansible. All topics
include extensive demonstrations.

AZURE IMMERSION WORKSHOP
This workshop covers basic cloud computing concepts as well as specific Microsoft Azure features
used in day-to-day administration of cloud resources. You'll learn cloud computing, Microsoft Azure,
and Azure subscriptions, Microsoft Azure websites, virtual machines in Microsoft Azure, and Microsoft
Azure virtual network.
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